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Abstract 
The characteristics of radio frequency identification (RFID) systems introduce growing security 

and privacy concerns. RFID systems need security protocols to provide confidentiality, user privacy, 
mutual authentication and etc. Many security protocols for the RFID system have been presented. This 
paper analyze several of the newest RFID security protocols which proposed by Niu et al., Fu et al. and 
Habibi et al. respectively from the security viewpoint of data desynchronization attack. These lightweight 
protocols were expected to proposed security protections for the RFID system and safeguard against 
almost all major attacks. However, we found that these RFID security protocols were vulnerable to the 
attack of data desynchronization. Based on strand spaces model, data desynchronization attacks on these 
protocols were analyzed and described. Furthermore, improvements to overcome the security 
vulnerabilities of two protocols presented by Niu et al. and Fu et al. were given. 
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1. Introduction 
Radio frequency identification (RFID) technology with an increasing popularity in 

manufacturing, retail trade, supply chain management, inventory control, etc. is regarded as the 
main drive behind the pervasive computing. Because of its low production costs and tiny size, 
RFID are considered as a replacement technology for barcodes. With the extensive application 
of this technology, its security and privacy have to be concerned. The main security issues of 
RFID systems are confidentiality of information, traceability, counterfeit of tags, data 
desynchronization, etc. Now security issues and privacy problems has become a central 
concern, which is viewed as a primary barrier to the widespread adoption of RFID technology. 
Security protocol which is an important RFID security and protection way is the current hot issue 
of research in this field. 

There have been many researches on the security protocol for the RFID system, 
respectively proposed new ultralightweight authentication protocols for low-cost RFID tags [1] 
[2]. Kara et al. [3] and Kardas et al. [4] respectively provided novel RFID distance bounding 
protocols which satisfied the expected security requirements. Avoine et al. [5] introduce a 
unified framework that aims to improve analysis and design of distance bounding protocols. Cao 
et al. [6] proposed a universally composable search protocol for RFID, and Zuo et al. [7] gived a 
set of protocols for secure and private search for tags based on their identities or certain criteria 
they must satisfy. Eurecom et al. [8] introduced a new protocol for counterfeit detection in RFID-
based supply chains through on-site checting. Niu et al. [9] and Fu et al. [10] respectively 
designed lightweight security protocols for low-cost RFID lately, and they claimed that their 
protocols achieved in resisting privacy leakage, spoofing and replaying attack etc. However, our 
security analysis showed that these two RFID protocols were vulnerable to the attacks of data 
desynchronization. These attacks destroyed the availability of these RFID protocols. 

There are several interconnected standards for RFID systems, and among them EPC 
global has played a major role. The Electronic Product Code Class-1 Generation-2 specification 
(EPC-C1G2) was announced in 2004 by EPC Global. Recently, Researchers [11-18] have 
proposed different schemes that complied with these standards. Among them, one of the most 
recent proposals is a protocol presented by Habibi et al. [18], which has been found by Julio et 
al. [19] that it was vulnerable to attacks of secret information disclosure, tag impersonation and 
traceability.  
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This paper analyzed the attacks of data desynchronization on three RFID protocols 
which proposed by Niu et al., Fu et al. and Habibi based on the strand spaces model [20-21]. 
Furthermore, improvements to overcome the security vulnerabilities of protocols proposed by 
Niu et al. and Fu et al. were presented. The notations in Table 1 are used throughout this paper. 

 
Table 1．Notations 

Notation Interpretation 
P   Malicious penetrator 
T   The legitimate RFID tag 
R   The legitimate RFID reader 
B   The legitimate back-end server 
D   A database of back-end server 

IDT   The static tag-identification number 
IDTA   An alias 
h()   One-way hash function 
k   Shared symmetric-key between R and B 

Ek()   Symmetric-key encryption function with the key k 
Dk()   Symmetric-key decryption function with the key k 
K   Shared random secret between T and R (or B) 

DATA   All application related data of T 
RID   The reader identification number 

PRNG   A 16-bit pseudo-random number generator 
EPCs   The 96 bits of EPC code are divided into six 16-bit blocks, and 

these blocks are XORed to form EPCs. 
Pi   The 16-bit access key stored in T to authenticate B at the (i+1)th 

phase of authentication 
Ki   The 16-bit authentication key stored in T to be authenticated by B at 

the (i+1)th phase 
Ci The 16-bit index of the record of the ith tag’s information in B 

Pold and Pnew The old and new access keys, respectively 
Kold and Knew The old and new authentication keys, respectively 
Cold and Cnew   The old and new indexes for the ith tag, respectively 

NT and NR   Random numbers generated by T and R respectively 
X   The value kept as either new or old to show which key in the record 

of B is matched 

 
 
2. Basal Definition of Strand Spaces Model 

In this section, we will introduce the basic ideas of the strand spaces model. In strand 
spaces model an execution of a protocol includes a set of actions. Send and receive actions are 
used to represent send message and receive message respectively. For simplicity, 〈send a〉
and 〈receive a〉are denoted as signed terms〈+a〉and〈-a〉respectively. Then the set of a 
finite sequence of signed terms as (±A)* describes the event sequences in the execution of the 
protocol. A strand is a sequence of transmission and reception events local to a particular run of 
a principal. If this principal is honest, it is a regular strand. If it is dishonest, it is a penetrator 
strand. 

A bundle C is a causally well-founded directed graph containing the transmission and 
reception events of a number of strands. It represents a global execution possible for a given 
protocol. A node m in the graph precedes a node n (written m n) if n is accessible from m via 0 
or more edges of the graph. Likewise, m n means it is accessible via 1 or more edges. 
 
 
3. Data Desynchronization Attack on the NIUWU Protocol 
3.1. The NIUWU Protocol 

Niu et al. proposed a lightweight RFID authentication protocol (NIUWU protocol) in [9]. 
The steps of their RFID protocol are as following. 

1) RFID reader R generates a fresh random nonce r, randomizes it with the one-way 
hash function, S=h(r). R sends S to the queried tag T. S is used to authenticate the validity of R.  

2) When queried, RFID tag T sends M and N to R, where M = h(IDT||S)⊕K and N = 
h(M||S). M is to verify the legitimate R. 

3) R simply forwards M, N, S and r to B.  
4) Firstly, B verifies whether the forwarded r is valid or not by comparing S with h(r). If r 

is valid, for each tuple (IDT, K) in D, B verifies that M⊕K equals h(IDT||h(r)) and N equals 
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h(M||h(r)). If no tuple is found, the tag is rejected. If B successfully finishes the authentication 
process, B generates C, where C=h(K). Secondly, B encrypts the corresponding DATA using 
the key k, then replies C and Ek(DATA). Finally, B makes its shared secret, K, randomized 
simply by Xoring with C. 

5) R forwards C to T. T verifies the forwarded C, calculates h(K) and compares it with C. 
If matched, the mutual authentication is finally succeeded, and T updates the shared secret K. 
Otherwise, T will not update it. 

 

Figure 1. The bundle CNIU of the NIUWU protocol 

 
 
3.2. The Data Desynchronization Attack on the NIUWU Protocol 

In [9], Niu et al. deemed that t5heir proposed RFID protocol could guarantee data 
confidentiality, tag anonymity, data integrity, forgery resistance, and mutual authentication, and 
resist to replay attack. However, the NIUWU protocol can not offer any protection against data 
desynchronization attack: a penetrator P can easily force an honest tag to fall out of 
synchronization with the reader so that it can no longer authenticate itself successfully. The data 
desynchronization attack on the NIUWU protocol can be described in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. The data desynchronization attack on the 
NIUWU protocol 

 
In the attack, the penetrator P easily destroys the synchronization of the K updating 

between the tag T and the back-end server B. P can intercept the message h(k) form R to T. 
Therefore, B has refreshed the secret K while T will not do it. Thus the shared random secret 
between B and T may not be the same. After a successful data desynchronization attack, 
because P makes B and T share the different secrets, R (and B) will not be authorized by T and 
T will not be authorized by R (and B) yet. Thus, the availability of the NIUWU protocol is 
destroyed. 

 
3.3. Improvement of  the NIUWU Protocol 

To solve the data desynchronization attack problem described above, B ought to keep 
the history of the entire shared secret update. That is, B will keep the current records and the 
previous records of the secret update process. While B (and R) fails to authenticate a tag 
because of the data desynchronization attack, it recovers the old shared secret from the 
previous secret update record to complete the authentication. 

 
 
4. Data Desynchronization Attack on the FUWU Protocol 
4.1. The FUWU Protocol 

In [10], Fu et al. designed an RFID security protocol (FUWU protocol). In their protocol, 
each tag shares the static tag-identification number IDT and the secret K with the reader. Each 
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tag has an IDTA which is an alias, and the reader has a symmetric-key encryption function Ek() 
where k is known only by it. IDTA is encrypted and decrypted by R with Ek(). In each execution 
IDTA is updated as IDTA = Ek(IDT||r), where r is a random number generated by the reader. 
The steps of the FUWU protocol can be described as follows. 

1) R generates a random number r1, and sends it to the queried tag T. 
2) When queried, T generates a random number r2, computes h(K||r1) and sends IDTA, 

h(K||r1), r2 to R. 
3) Firstly, R decrypts IDTA to get IDT of T, and then retrieves the shared secret K 

between R and T by IDT. Secondly, R computes h(K||r1) and verifies whether the computed 
value equals to the received one or not. If it matches, T is authenticated. Otherwise the 
authentication failed. If T is authenticated successfully, R generates a new random number r′, 
computes IDTA′ as IDTA′ = Ek(IDT||r′) and stores IDTA′ as the new alias. Then R computes the 
values A and B as A = IDTA′⊕h(K||r1||r2), B = IDTA′⊕h(K||r2||r1). Finally, R computes h(K||r2) 
and sends h(K||r2), IDTA′⊕h(K||r1||r2), IDTA′⊕h(K||r2||r1) to T. 

4) T verifies h(K||r2) to authenticate R. If it matches, R is authenticated, otherwise the 
authentication failed. If R is authenticated successfully, T computes h(K||r1||r2) and h(K||r2||r1). 
Then T computes IDTA1 = A⊕h(K||r1||r2) and IDTA2 = B⊕h(K||r2||r1). If IDTA1 = IDTA2, T stores 
IDTA1 (= IDTA′) as the new alias and sends OK to R. 

 
 

 

Figure 3. The bundle CFU of the FUWU protocol 

 
 
4.2. The Data Desynchronization Attack on the FUWU Protocol 

The FUWU protocol can’t resist the data desynchronization attack. The process of the 
attack is shown as follows. Firstly, P can eavesdrop a valid session between R and T. Secondly, 
P lets R and T send the first and the second message normally, but it modifies the third 
message. IDTA′⊕h(K||r1||r2) is modified to IDTA′′⊕IDTA′⊕h(K||r1||r2) and IDTA′⊕h(K||r2||r1) to 
IDTA′′⊕IDTA′⊕h(K||r2||r1), where IDTA′′ is an arbitrary random number. Then P sends h(K||r2), 
IDTA′′⊕IDTA′⊕h(K||r1||r2), IDTA′′⊕h(K||r2||r1) to T. Finally, T verifies h(K||r2) and regards P as R. 
T also computes IDTA1 = IDTA′′⊕IDTA′⊕h(K||r1||r2)⊕h(K||r1||r2) = IDTA′′⊕IDTA′ and IDTA2 = 
IDTA′′⊕h(K||r2||r1)⊕h(K||r2||r1) = IDTA′′⊕IDTA′. For IDTA1 = IDTA2, T stores IDTA′′⊕IDTA′ as 
the new alias and sends OK to R. Thus P makes R and T share the different alias, T will not be 
authorized by R in the next sessions. The data desynchronization attack on the FUWU protocol 
can be described based on the strand spaces model in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. The data desynchronization attack on the NIUWU protocol 
(where h1=h(K||r1||r2) and h2=h(K||r2||r1)) 

 
 
4.3. Improvement of  the FUWU Protocol 

For the above flaw, we give the following improvements to the FUWU protocol to resist 
data desynchronization attacks. In step 3, R also computes h(K||IDTA′) beside A 
(=IDTA′⊕h(K||r1||r2)), B (=IDTA′⊕h(K||r2||r1)) and h(K||r2). Finally, R sends h(K||r2), 
IDTA′⊕h(K||r1||r2), IDTA′⊕h(K||r2||r1) and h(K||IDTA′) to T. In step 4, after affirming of 
IDTA1=IDTA2, T also computes h(K||IDTA1) and checks whether the computed value equals to 
the received h(K||IDTA′). If it matches, T just stores IDTA1 as the new alias and sends OK to R. 
The improved bundle C′FU of the FUWU protocol is shown in Figure 5. 

 
 

 

Figure 5. The improved bundle C′FU 

 
 
5. Data desynchronization attack on the HAA protocol 
5.1. The HAA Protocol 

In [18], Habibi et al. proposed an EPC-compliant scheme (HAA protocol). Their protocol 
contains two phases: an initialization phase and an (i+1)th authentication phase. In the 
initialization phase, the manufacturer generates random values for K0, P0 and C0 respectively 
and sets the values of the record in the tag, i.e., Ki = K0, Pi = P0, Ci = C0 and the corresponding 
record in the back-end server Kold = Knew = K0, Pold = Pnew = P0, Cold = Cnew = 0.  

The authentication phase (in its (i+1)th run) is described as follows.  
1) The reader R generates a random number NR and sends it to the tag T. 
2) T receives NR, generates a random number NT, computes M1, Q, E and finally sends 

M1, Q, E and Ci to R, where M1 = PRNG(EPCs⊕NR⊕NT)⊕Ki and Q = NT⊕Ki and E = 
NT⊕PRNG(Ci⊕Ki). 

3) When R receives the message, it computes V = h(RID⊕NR) and forwards M1, Q, Ci, 
E, NR, V to the back-end server B. 
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4) After B receiving M1, Q, Ci, E, NR, and V, it proceeds as follows.  
- For each RID stored in the database D, it computes h(RID�NR) and compares it 
with the received V to verifies R legitimacy.  

- If Ci = 0, which means that it is the first access to the tag, it proceeds as follows, 
iteratively: (a) Picks up an entry (Kold, Pold, Cold, Knew, Pnew, Cnew, RID, EPCs, DATA) 
stored in database. (b) Verifies whether M1�Kold = PRNG(EPCs⊕NR⊕Q⊕Kold) or 
M1�Knew = PRNG(EPCs⊕NR⊕Q⊕Knew), and marks X as old or new provided that 
the verification process is satisfied based on the new record or the old record.  

- Otherwise, B uses Ci as an index to find the corresponding record in the database 
and verify whether PRNG(EPCs⊕NR⊕Q⊕KX)�KX = M1. If “No” the protocol aborts. 

- Verify whether NT�PRNG(Ci⊕KX) = E. If “No” the protocol aborts. 
- Computes M2 and Info and forwards them to R, where M2 = PRNG(EPCs⊕NT)�PX 
and Info = DATA�RID. 

- If X = new, updates the database as follows: Kold ← Knew, Knew ← PRNG(Knew), Pold 
← Pnew, Pnew ← PRNG(Pnew), Cold ← Cnew, Cnew ← PRNG(NT⊕NR). 

- Else, Cnew ← PRNG(NT⊕NR). 
5) Once R receives the message, it extracts DATA as Info⊕RID and forwards M2 to T. 
6) When T receives the message, it verifies whether PRNG(EPCs⊕NT) = M2⊕Pi. If “No” 

the protocol aborts. Else T authenticates B and updates the contents kept inside as Ki+1 ← 
PRNG(Ki), Pi+1 ← PRNG(Pi), Ci+1 ← PRNG(NT⊕NR). Figure 6 gives the bundle CHAA of the HAA 
protocol. 

 
 

 

Figure 6. The bundle CHAA of the HAA protocol (where V = h(RID⊕NR) and M1 = 
PRNG(EPCs⊕NR⊕NT)⊕Ki) 

 
 
5.2. The Data Desynchronization Attack on the HAA Protocol 

The HAA protocol can’t resist the data desynchronization attack either. Before the 
implementation of the data desynchronization attack, P needs to carry out a secret information 
disclosure attack. Julio et al. [19] presented an efficient secret information disclosure attack on 
the HAA protocol. The Julio’s information disclosure attack can be described as follows. 

1) P eavesdrops one session of the HAA protocol and stores all the exchanged 
messages: NR, Ci, M1 = PRNG(EPCs⊕NR⊕NT)⊕Ki, Q = NT⊕Ki, E = NT⊕PRNG(Ci⊕Ki) and M2 
= PRNG(EPCs⊕NT)�PX. 

2) ∀ i = 0, ..., 216−1 does as follows: Ki ← i and NT ← Q �Ki,  If E = NT�PRNG(Ci�Ki) 
then return Ki and NT. 

3) For the returned values of Ki and NT and ∀ i = 0, ..., 216−1 does as follows: EPCs ← i, 
If M1 = PRNG(EPCs⊕NR⊕NT)⊕Ki then return EPCs. 

4) For the returned values of Ki and NT from Step 2 and EPCs from Step 3 assigns 
M2�PRNG(EPCs⊕NT) to Pi and returns the following values: Pold = Pi, Pnew = PRNG(Pi), Kold = 
Ki, Knew = PRNG(Ki), Cold = Ci. 

Thus P can disclose all the secret parameters of T, including  EPCs, Ki and Pi. Then P 
can easily launch the data desynchronization attack. The process of the data desynchronization 
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attack is shown as follows. Firstly, P launches the secret information disclosure attack and 
retrieves any secret information in T, including  EPCs, Ki and Pi. Secondly, P eavesdrops the 
random number NR generated by R and values Ci, M1, Q, E generated by T in the following 
protocol run, and it intercepts the message Ci, M1, Q, E from the tag to the reader. Thirdly, P 
Computes NT = Q⊕Ki, M2 = PRNG(EPCs⊕NT)�Pi, and forwards M2 to T. Once T receives M2, it 
authenticates B and updates the contents kept inside as Ki+1 ← PRNG(Ki), Pi+1 ← PRNG(Pi), 
Ci+1 ← PRNG(NT⊕NR). Therefore, the tag has refreshed the secret Ki, Pi, Ci while the back-end 
server will not do it. Thus, the shared secret between the tag and the back-end server may not 
be the same, which can bring system to a mess. After a successful data desynchronization 
attack, because P makes B and the valid tag T share the different secrets, B will not be 
authorized by T and T will not be authorized by B yet.  

The data desynchronization attack on the HAA protocol can be described based on the 
strand spaces model in Figure 7. 
 

 

Figure 7. The data desynchronization attack on the HAA protocol (where 
M1 = PRNG(EPCs⊕NR⊕NT)⊕Ki) 

 
 

6. Conclusion 
In a data desynchronization attack, the penetrator forces the RFID tag and the RFID 

reader (or the back-end server) to update their common values to different values. If the 
penetrator can succeed in forcing the tag and the reader (or the back-end server) to do so, the 
tag will not be authenticated in future transactions. This destroys the availability of RFID security 
protocols. This paper discusses data desynchronization attacks on some RFID protocols which 
proposed recently by Niu et al., Fu et al. and Habibi et al. in the strand spaces model. We found 
that both the lightweight protocol proposed by Niu et al. and the scalable protocol proposed by 
Fu et al. were vulnerable to data desynchronization attacks. In addition, improvements to 
overcome the vulnerabilities of these two protocols were given. For the HAA protocol − an EPC-
compliant scheme proposed by Habibi et al., we presented an efficient data desynchronization 
attack which based on a passive secret information disclosure attack. 
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